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What is a ‘scientific model’?

An epistemic artifact
supporting

surrogative reasoning

“…we use one sort of thing as a 
surrogate in our thinking about 

another, and so I shall call this 
surrogative reasoning”

[C. Swoyer, 1991].



Representational (e.g., simulation models) vs. non-
representational (e.g., alternate reality models)

Mechanical vs. mathematical vs. computational

Analogue vs. digital

Input/output semantics vs. operational semantics

Physics-driven vs. data-driven

…

Scientific model classification

For the Digital Earth we will focus on
digital computational models



Why sharing models?

For science:

for validation by the scientific community

for documentation

for intercomparison

for re-using in similar or different contexts

…

For science-based decision-making

for making the decision transparent

for integrated modelling

…



Why sharing models?
Open Science/Open Knowledge

Transparency

Full documentation of 
the knowledge 

generation process

Reproducibility

Possibility to repeat the 
scientific experiment

Replicability

Possibility to adapt the 
knowledge process 

changing elements (e.g., 
input data) 

Reusability

Possibility to use the 
process in different 

contexts  (e.g., 
integrated modelling) 



The Model Web

“a dynamic network of 
computer models that, 

together, can answer more 
questions than the individual 

models operating alone” 

“a dynamic modelling 
infrastructure (Model Web) to 
serve researchers, managers, 

policy makers and the 
general public” 

—G. N. Geller and W. Turner, 2007

—S. Nativi and G. N. Geller, GEO Model Web

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsoft.2012.03.007



How to share models?

Model-as-a-
Service

A network service 
that can be invoked 

to run a model

Model-as-a-
Tool

A local or networked 
system that makes 

possible running 
models through a GUI

Transparency
Reproducibility

Replicability

Reusability

Transparency
Reproducibility

Replicability

Reusability

MaaT and MaaS fit 
well for ‘running’ 
model, but reuse is 
more than running:

Inspection,
Comparison,
Move to another 
infrastructure, …

A Model is a 
general resource



Service vs. Resource

Service

“Work done for others”*

Resource

“Something that can be 
used to help”*

The provider 
decides what to 

offer as a ‘service’

The user decides 
how to use a 

‘resource’ * From Cambridge Dictionary online



Architectural styles:
SOA vs. ROA

● Decomposition into distinct 
units of logic that machines 
(i.e., servers) expose to other 
machines (i.e., clients)

● Potentially complex actions 
offered as a service

● Ancillary services (e.g., 
registry)

● Dedicated interfaces

● Resource as items of the 
information space

● Basic set of actions on 
resources (Create-Retrieve-
Update-Delete)

● Complex actions as a 
workflow of basic actions

● Uniform interface

Service-Oriented 
Architectures

Resource-Oriented 
Architectures

“An architectural style is a 
coordinated set of 

architectural constraints 
that restricts the 
roles/features of 

architectural elements and 
the allowed relationships 
among those elements 

within any architecture that 
conforms to that style”

[R. Fielding, 2000]



CONSTRAINTS
● Client-server

● Stateless

● Cache

● Layered system

● Code-on-demand

● Uniform interface:

○ identification of resources (→ URI)

○ manipulation of resources through representations

○ self-descriptive messages (→ HTTP,…)

○ hypermedia as the engine of application state (HATEOAS) (→ HTML,…)

Representational State Transfer (REST):
the ROA style of the World Wide Web



● From Open Knowledge requirements:

○ Identify the logical resources and their necessary 
representations (e.g., in HTML and/or other formats)

○ Design the functional components respecting the REST 
constraints (Client-server, Stateless, Cache, Layered 
system, Code-on-demand, Uniform interface)

How to design a RESTful MaaR 
framework?



Logical resources:

The Model Web

Set of resources identified 
in the original GEO Model 
Web



MaaR resources

Set of resources identified 
for the MaaR core.

Each resource will have 
its own hypermedia 
representation (plus 
others)

“a Model resource is the algorithm that 

computationally describes a scientific 

representational model”

Computational realization of a logical model

Implemented by a Model Code



Logical components

The REST constraints simplify the 
design of (high-level) logical 
components:

Clients accessing ‘resources’ through 
a uniform stateless interface

Clients able to visualize and navigate 
hypermedia

Clients able to run mobile code



Building applications, an example: 
reproducibility/reusability



Building applications, an example: 
reproducibility/reusability

MaaR enables new 
reusability 
scenarios, but…

“the user builds 
the model, 
prepares a Docker 
container, moves 
it on a cloud 
platform and runs 
it”

is too a complex 
action! We need a 
service for it…



Mixed styles vs multi-style 
architectures

Architecture styles are defined 
by constraints that guarantee 
the system properties.

We cannot mix styles because 
this can violate constraints. (E.g. 
SOA dedicated interfaces vs. ROA 
uniform interface.)

But we can adopt different styles 
in different subsystems using 
gateways to make them 
dialogue.



A minimal MaaR Framework

A RESTful subsystem for interaction 
with resources and building 
applications through hypermedia 
navigation
• REST (uniform) interface

A SOA subsystem for complex 
orchestration
• Uncostrained interfaces

Gateways to expose services through 
resources.

“A RESTful API (done right) is 
just a website for clients with 
a limited vocabulary”

[R. Fielding]



Separation of concerns
Low entry barrier

Extensibility
Viability

Some thoughts on the MaaR 
framework

—STRENGHTS

—OPPORTUNITIES

Multi-disciplinarity
Digital transformation

—WEAKNESSES

Multi-style architectures are fragile
Initial deployment complexity
Data and model availability

—THREATS

Governance
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